Echocardiographic Diagnosis of Left Ventricular Pseudoaneurysm Presenting Two Months after Arterial Switch Operation - A Rare Complication

By Enas Shanshen, MD, FAAP; Joan Hoffman, MD; Chawki EL Zein, MD

Introduction

Left ventricular (LV) pseudoaneurysms form when myocardium rupture is contained by adherent pericardium or scar tissue. It is well described in the adult literature as an uncommon complication of acute myocardial infarction, occurring in about 0.1% of patients. It is more common in adults than children, most likely given the higher incidence of Coronary Artery Disease. There is a spectrum of clinical presentations from asymptomatic to symptoms related to congestive heart failure. LV pseudoaneurysm is very rare in the pediatric population. As such, the diagnosis is difficult without a high index of suspicion given the nonspecific symptoms and the ambiguous clinical presentation. The diagnosis is more frequently seen in the adult population described as a complication after trauma, infection and myocardial infarction. The natural history is unknown owing to scarcity in the medical literature, and likewise, LV pseudoaneurysms are rare in the pediatric population. Nonetheless, it is a potentially critical complication following pediatric cardiac surgery, particularly in infants because of immature myocardium that may be more prone to rupture. In pediatric patients, Trezzi et al described that it is seen as a complication after ventricular surgical repair of Ventricular Septal Defect (VSD). It was also described after infective endocarditis of the mitral valve. High clinical suspicion and urgent surgical management are crucial for improved outcome. We present a case of LV pseudoaneurysm that occurred in an infant with d-Transposition of the Great Vessels (D-TGA) two months after the arterial switch operation.

Clinical Case

The patient had a postnatal diagnosis of D-TGA and Wolff Parkinson White (WPW) and underwent an arterial switch operation at five days of age. During the procedure, a 7-French LV sump was inserted through the right superior pulmonary vein into the left atrium and across the mitral valve into the LV cavity to keep a dry field for surgical repair. Gentle suction was continuously applied to the sump by the roller pump of the cardiopulmonary bypass machine. The sump catheter was pulled out before weaning the heart off bypass. The intraoperative course was uncomplicated. The post-operative course was complicated by episodes of supraventricular tachycardia treated with antiarrhythmic medications. The patient was discharged home three weeks after surgery. The pre-discharge echocardiogram showed normal LV systolic function with no wall motion abnormality or pericardial effusion. At two months of age, the patient was admitted with history of poor feeding, respiratory distress and nasal congestion. On examination, the patient was afebrile with a heart rate of 162 beats per minute, respiratory rate of 45 breaths...
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WHAT IS THE MEDTRONIC HARMONY TPV CLINICAL STUDY?

The study is a multi-center prospective, non-randomized, interventional pre-market study in the United States. The purpose of the study is to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of the Harmony TPV system in patients who have congenital heart disease and are clinically indicated for pulmonary valve replacement. The trial will involve up to 40 subjects implanted at 10 study centers.

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?

Patients who have pulmonary regurgitation:

- Severe pulmonary regurgitation by echocardiography, or
- Pulmonary regurgitant fraction ≥ 30% by cardiac magnetic resonance imaging

Patients who have a clinical indication for surgical placement of a RV-PA conduit or prosthetic pulmonary valve:

- Subject is symptomatic secondary to pulmonary insufficiency (e.g., exercise intolerance, fluid overload), or
- Right ventricular end diastolic volume index ≥ 150 mL/m², or
- Subject has RVEDV:LVEDV Ratio ≥ 2.0

HOW CAN I LEARN MORE ABOUT THE HARMONY TPV CLINICAL STUDY?

For additional information about the program, please contact Medtronic at: RS.HarmonyTPVClinicalStudy@medtronic.com
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Advanced Practitioner - Pediatric Interventional Cardiology – Charlotte, NC

When your child needs care for a pediatric congenital heart condition only the very best will do!

Named a Best Children’s Hospital in cardiology and heart surgery by US News & World Report, Levine Children’s Hospital and Sanger Heart & Vascular offer the most advanced and most complete pediatric heart care in the region. Due to growth, we are seeking an experienced Pediatric Nurse Practitioner and/or Physician Assistant to join our team!

Position Details: The Pediatric Nurse Practitioner/Physician Assistant in Pediatric Interventional Cardiology works in collaboration with the supervising physician and assists in performing diagnostic and interventional procedures for cardiology patients with critical acuity. The ACP will work with our two interventionalists and one transplant cardiologist and be the liaison between the Pediatric Cardiologist, patients and families and staff. Our new state of the art two Cath Lab suite opened in February 2017 right beside our CVICU. The cath lab volume has been growing at a rate of 10-15% per year, and we will be developing a 3-D printing program in the next 6 months. Active industry sponsored research is ongoing, affording many opportunities for clinical research projects.

Responsibilities include but not limited to:
• Provide advanced nursing pre- and post-procedure recovery care clinical management and monitoring
• Provide education and support for Pediatric Interventional Cardiology patients and their families
• Serve as the liaison and resource for multidisciplinary health care team members patients and families
• Utilize interpersonal skills to maximize excellence in customer service, safe patient care, and professionalism
• Contribute to a positive work environment of caring and cooperation in the Cardiology/CVICU units
• Lead, supervise, teach, and collaborate with other healthcare team members
• Utilize expertise in the delivery of care to the whole person

Competitive salary and wealthy benefits package including: PTO, CME, 401k, & Relocation.

Charlotte is the largest city in North Carolina and South Carolina and the second largest in the Southeast, making it the 13th largest city in the United States. The “Queen City” has a great assortment of cultural activities, dining options and professional sporting teams. Charlotte is centrally located, making it just a short drive to both coastal and mountain resorts for weekend trips.

For more information, please email your interest and CV to:
Dr. Joseph Paolillo
Director, Pediatric Cardiac Catheterization Program
Sanger Heart & Vascular Institute/ Levine Children’s Hospital
Carolinas HealthCare System
Joseph.Paolillo@CarolinasHealthCare.org

Michael Barbee
Physician & Advanced Practice Recruitment
Carolinas Healthcare System
Michael.Barbee@CarolinasHealthCare.org
1-800-847-5084

To explore all of our opportunities, please visit Careers.CarolinasHealthCare.org.
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We provide positive life altering experiences for young people with heart disease. www.campodayin.org

per minute, and blood pressure of 65/42 mmHg in the right lower extremity. Oxygen saturation was 97% on room air. He had normal pulses in the upper and lower extremities with no blood pressure differential. The precordium was hyper dynamic. Auscultation revealed normal first and second heart sounds with a third heart sound, and a grade 1/6 murmur at the left lower sternal border. The liver edge was just palpable below the costal margin. Breath sounds were normal and equal bilateral. The patient was on telemetry which showed significant ST depression that prompted performing electrocardiogram (ECG). The ECG showed ST depression and T wave inversion in the inferior and lateral leads that were not present after the initial surgical repair. Echocardiogram revealed a 10 x 15 mm cystic structure connected to the posterior-inferior LV cavity near the anterolateral papillary muscle with to and fro flow (Figures 1, 2, 3). As the LV systolic function was normal with no regional wall motion abnormality, coronary insufficiency was not suspected. Cardiac catheterization was not done because the anatomy of the pseudoaneurysm was clear enough by echocardiogram to guide the surgeon for management.

The patient underwent surgical repair on cardiopulmonary bypass. The LV pseudoaneurysm was well contained by an old organized thrombus reinforced by pericardial adhesions. There was no myocardial wall surrounding the pseudoaneurysm cavity. The fistulous communication was located at the junction of the septum and the diaphragmatic wall of the left ventricle and well epithelialized. This was repaired using multiple interrupted 5-0 Prolene pledged sutures. The patient had an uneventful recovery. Echocardiogram showed near normal LV systolic function, and the patient was discharged home after 3 days.

Discussion

LV pseudoaneurysm has been reported following myocardial infarction in the adult population. To our knowledge, there have been no reported cases of LV pseudoaneurysms in pediatric patients after arterial switch operation.

It has been described following prosthetic mitral valve replacement and at the ventriculotomy site in per ventricular repairs. The proposed mechanism of LV pseudoaneurysm development following arterial switch operation is unclear. Arterial switch operation with coronary translocation has been the procedure of choice for correction of D-TGA for several decades now. The procedure has low mortality and morbidity rates as 90% of patients now reach adulthood. Post-surgical coronary artery thrombosis, embolism or spasm creating an infarcted area with subsequent LV wall weakening and pseudoaneurysm formation is a possibility. This was described as a complication of the coronary artery procedures in cases with intramural coronary artery course. Coronary lesions were detected in up to 5% of patients, at a mean interval of 33 ± 38 months (1 month - 10 years) after arterial switch operations. Myocardial ischemia was demonstrated involving territories of the left
main coronary artery, the left anterior descending artery, and the right coronary artery. The patients presented with signs of coronary ischemia and myocardial infarction, but none of them developed LV pseudoaneurysm. Our patient developed post-operative SVT which might have been an enhancing factor that compromised coronary blood flow. However there were no clinical symptoms of myocardial ischemia throughout the hospital stay such as ventricular arrhythmia or Low Cardiac Output Syndrome. The location of the pseudoaneurysm in the thick posterior-inferior wall of the LV, as well as the proximity of the pseudoaneurysm from the diaphragm might have provided time for chronic formation as well as thrombus organization.

The natural history of pseudoaneurysms in the pediatric population is unknown. In the adult literature, it is estimated that 30–45% of ventricular pseudoaneurysms will rupture. Furthermore the mortality reaches 48% after medical therapy and up to 23% after surgical repair. The etiology of the pseudoaneurysm was presumed to be chronic progressive weakening and ultimately rupture of the LV free wall secondary to the sump catheter pressing on the wall during the course of the initial surgical repair. The sump catheter likely caused pressure on the LV wall with progressive chronic thinning and ultimately rupture of the myocardium with continuous contraction late after the patient was discharged home. The possibility of coronary ischemia and infarction was very unlikely in view of the absence of LV wall motion abnormalities on pre-discharge echocardiography after the arterial switch operation. Endocarditis with myocardial abscess formation and LV wall weakness were unlikely causes as the patient had no infectious concerns.

In our patient, the clinical symptoms and exam were vague, and it was likely related to coincidental viral syndrome. ECG displayed ST segment depressions and T wave inversions which were concerning for the LV pathology. This prompted performing echocardiogram study. The echocardiography was diagnostic, and gave all the information needed before planning surgical repair. We did not pursue further imaging, as the echocardiogram clearly delineated the pathology. After LV pseudoaneurysm resection, the patient recovered and was discharged in three days with no complications.

To our knowledge, there have been no reported cases of LV pseudoaneurysms in pediatric patients after arterial switch operation or after any other cardiac surgery. This might be related to improper positioning of the LV sump during cardiopulmonary bypass, or coronary artery accident after the arterial switch operation. However, even though this was not previously reported, it can certainly be a preventable complication. Specific mortality data for this repair is unknown, but anticipated to be significant and comparable to “redo” operations in general.

Conclusion

Left ventricular pseudoaneurysm is a rare, but serious complication after cardiac surgery in infants. The etiology is often iatrogenic and suspected to be due to chronic LV wall thinning leading to eventual rupture due to myocardial ischemia. The initial insult can occur as a complication of surgeries that require coronary interventions, or may be secondary to myocardial blood supply compromise due to direct and prolonged pressure of the surgical equipment on the LV endocardium. Imaging via echocardiogram can provide valid information pertaining to diagnosis, as well as prognostic data required for appropriate management. Surgery is the main stay of treatment. Pediatric cardiologists and congenital cardiac surgeons should be aware of this potential complication.
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Nicklaus Children’s Hospital (formerly Miami Children’s Hospital), a 289-bed freestanding children's hospital and Level III trauma center, and Pediatric Specialists of America (PSA), the physician-led group practice of Miami Children’s Health System, are seeking an exceptional candidate to join its esteemed Heart Program to help develop and lead a new Heart Failure and Heart Transplant Program.

This exciting and unique opportunity will allow an individual to help develop all aspects of pre- and post-transplant care, including writing new protocols, developing treatment paradigms, and determining programmatic staffing requirements in a cardiac program with a track record of clinical and academic excellence and innovation exceeding 20 years. Experience with all aspects of transplant care is required, including the ability to manage patients with acute and chronic heart failure and failing congenital heart physiology. The candidate will need to meet all OPTN qualifications as a Primary Heart Transplant Physician. Submission of a transplant log is strongly suggested.

The Medical Director of Heart Failure and Heart Transplantation will work as part of a team of 14 pediatric cardiologists, 7 cardiac intensivists, 3 cardiac surgeons and more than a dozen advanced nurse practitioners. There is an active ACGME accredited pediatric cardiology fellowship, a 20-year history of training cardiac ICU fellows and advanced training programs in electrophysiology and cardiology hospitalist practice. Cardiology inpatients are cared for in our brand new, state of the art, 190-bed Advanced Pediatric Care Pavilion. The cardiology section consists of 34 beds and utilizes an acuity adjusted type model for clinical care, with each bed space capable of providing critical care services.

The Heart Program at Nicklaus Children’s, a world leader in pediatric cardiology and cardiovascular surgery for the care of children with congenital heart disease, serves as a beacon to families confronting the reality of a child or newborn with a heart defect. It offers the most innovative and least invasive approaches to the treatment of congenital heart disease, including many first-in-the-world procedures that were pioneered right here by The Heart Program’s own internationally renowned cardiologists and cardiovascular surgeons. It remains the only cardiovascular surgical program to offer real-time outcomes reporting (http://www.pediatricheartsurgery.com/realtimenewspage.aspx).

Founded in 1950, the rebranded Nicklaus Children’s Hospital is renowned for excellence in all aspects of pediatric medicine and has numerous subspecialty programs that are routinely ranked among the best in the nation. It is also home to the largest pediatric teaching program in the southeastern U.S. Many of the physicians on our staff have trained or worked at other leading medical institutions. Join a phenomenal team that brings lifelong health and hope to children and their families through innovative and compassionate care.

Nicklaus Children’s Hospital is located in Miami, Florida, and offers all of the advantages of a tropical, diverse, metropolitan community. Competitive compensation and benefits package. DFW

Qualified candidates please contact:
Joyce Berger, Physician Recruiter
joyce.berger@mch.com or 786-624-3510
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The Medtronic Harmony™ Transcatheter Pulmonary Valve Clinical Study

This study is currently recruiting participants

Sponsor: Medtronic Cardiovascular
Information provided by (Responsible Party): Medtronic Cardiovascular
ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02979587
First received: November 23, 2016
Last updated: April 28, 2017; Last verified: April 2017

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of the Harmony TPV system.

Condition:
- Congenital Heart Disease (CHD)
- Tetrology of Fallot (TOF)
- RVOT Anomaly
- Pulmonary Regurgitation

Intervention:
- Device: Harmony Transcatheter Pulmonary Valve
- Device: Harmony Delivery System

Study Type: Interventionsal
Study Design: Intervention Model: Single Group Assignment

Masking: No masking
Primary Purpose: Treatment

Further Study Details as Provided by Medtronic Cardiovascular:

Primary Outcome Measures:
- Freedom from procedure- or device-related mortality at 30 days. [Time Frame: 30 days]
- Percentage of subjects with acceptable hemodynamic function composite at 6 months. [Time Frame: 6 months] Defined as:
  - Mean RVOT gradient as measured by continuous-wave Doppler ≤40 mmHg –AND–
  - Pulmonary regurgitant fraction as measured by magnetic resonance imaging <20%

Secondary Outcome Measures:
- Technical success at exit from catheterization lab/operating room (OR) [Time Frame: At exit from catheterization lab/operating room (OR)]
- Device Success out to 5 years [Time Frame: 5 years]
- Procedural Success at 30 days [Time Frame: 30 days]
- Freedom from TPV Dysfunction out to 5 years [Time Frame: 5 years]
- Incidence of Treatment-Emergent Adverse Events (safety) [Time Frame: 5 years] All procedure-related serious adverse events. All device-related serious adverse events. Death (all-cause, procedural, and device-related)
- Characterization of quality of life scores over time as assessed by the SF-36 [Time Frame: 5 years]
- Characterization of right ventricle remodeling following TPV implant [Time Frame: 5 years]

Estimated Enrollment: 40
Study Start Date: January 2017
Estimated Study Completion Date: December 2023
Estimated Primary Completion Date: December 2018 (Final data collection date for primary outcome measure)

Arms:
- Harmony TPV
- Intervention Device: Harmony Transcatheter Pulmonary Valve

Assigned Interventions:
- Device: Harmony Transcatheter Pulmonary Valve
- Device: Harmony Delivery System

Ages Eligible for Study: Child, Adult, Senior
Sexes Eligible for Study: All
Accepts Healthy Volunteers: No

Inclusion Criteria:
- Subject has pulmonary regurgitation
- Subject has clinical indication for surgical placement of an RV-PA conduit or bioprosthetic pulmonary valve

Exclusion Criteria:
- Patients with Right Ventricular Outflow Tract Obstruction (RVOTO) lesions surgically treated with an RV-to-PA conduit implant
- RVOT anatomy or morphology that is unfavorable for device anchoring

Contacts and Locations:

Contact: Kristin J Boulware; 763-514-9809
kristin.j.boulware@medtronic.com

Locations - United States, California
Ronald Regan UCLA Medical Center
Los Angeles, California, United States, 90095
Contact: Daniel Levi, MD
Contact: Rachel Bolanos
Recruiting

Stanford
Palo Alto, California, United States, 94305
Contact: Doff McElhinney, MD
Contact: Melissa Jenkins
Recruiting

The ACHA website offers resources for ACHD professionals as well as for patients and family members.

Explore our website to discover what ACHA can offer you.
www.achaheart.org/home/professional-membership-account.aspx
United States, Connecticut
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut, United States, 06510
Contact: Jeremy Asnes, MD
Contact: Amanda Catucci
Recruiting

United States, Ohio
Nationwide Children's Hospital
Columbus, Ohio, United States, 43215
Contact: John P Cheatham, MD, MSCAI 614-722-6124
John.Cheatham@nationwidechildrens.org
Contact: Joanne L Chisolm, MSN, RN 614-355-5736
Joanne.Chisolm@nationwidechildrens.org
Principal Investigator: John P Cheatham, MD, MSCAI
Recruiting

United States, Pennsylvania
The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States, 19104
Contact: Matthew Gillespie, MD
Contact: Olivia Martino
Recruiting

Sponsors and Collaborators: Medtronic Cardiovascular

Principal Investigator: John P Cheatham, MD, Nationwide Children's Hospital

Responsible Party: Medtronic Cardiovascular

ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02979587

Other Study ID Numbers: Medtronic Harmony TPV Pivotal

Study First Received: November 23, 2016

Last Updated: April 28, 2017

Additional Relevant MeSH Terms:
- Heart Diseases
- Pulmonary Valve Insufficiency
- Respiratory Insufficiency
- Tetralogy of Fallot
- Cardiovascular Diseases
- Heart Valve Diseases
- Respiration Disorders
- Respiratory Tract Diseases
- Heart Defects, Congenital
- Cardiovascular Abnormalities
- Congenital Abnormalities

ClinicalTrials.gov processed this record on May 17, 2017

For more detailed information visit:

Archiving Working Group
International Society for Nomenclature of Paediatric and Congenital Heart Disease
ipccc-awg.net
EchoPixel is building a new world of patient care with its groundbreaking medical visualization software. The company's FDA-cleared True 3D Viewer uses existing medical image datasets to create virtual reality environments of patient-specific anatomy, allowing physicians to view and dissect images just as they would real, physical objects. The technology aims to make reading medical images more intuitive, help physicians reach diagnosis, and assist in surgical planning.

EchoPixel is a privately held, venture backed company located in Mountain View, Calif. For more information, visit: www.echopixeltech.com.

The University of Maryland School of Medicine (UMSOM) and the Interdisciplinary Stem Cell Institute (ISCI) at the University of Miami Miller School of Medicine Have Begun Testing to See Whether Bone Marrow-Derived Cells Will Benefit Children with the Congenital Heart Defect HLHS

In a first-in-children randomized clinical study, the University of Maryland School of Medicine (UMSOM) and the Interdisciplinary Stem Cell Institute (ISCI) at the University of Miami Miller School of Medicine have begun testing to see whether bone marrow-derived cells will benefit children with the Congenital Heart Defect Hypoplastic Left Heart Syndrome (HLHS).

“Allogeneic Human Mesenchymal Stem Cell Injection in Patients with Hypoplastic Left Heart Syndrome: An Open Label Pilot Study” is a Phase I/IIb clinical trial to test the therapeutic effects of the allogeneic mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) in children with HLHS. ISCI will be providing the MSCs and clinical site for the trial is at UMSOM.

Even with extensive surgical treatments, HLHS babies still do not have optimal outcomes. The researchers hope the cells will increase the babies’ chances of survival as HLHS limits the heart’s ability to pump blood from the heart to the body because of poor right ventricle function.

“The premise of this clinical trial is to boost or regenerate the right ventricle, the only ventricle in these babies, to make it pump as strongly as a normal left ventricle,” says lead researcher Sunjay Kaushal, MD, PhD, Associate Professor of Surgery, University of Maryland School of Medicine and Director, Pediatric Cardiac Surgery, University of Maryland Medical Center. “We are hoping this therapy will be a game-changer for these patients.”

This is the first HLHS research in the United States to use stem cells known as allogeneic mesenchymal stem cells (MSC). The allogeneic nature of the MSCs makes it possible for stem cells from one bone marrow donor to provide all the stem cells for this study. In adult patients, MSCs in the heart have been shown to reduce scar tissue, reduce inflammation, cause new small vessels to grow, and stimulate the heart to regenerate itself by improving ejection fraction by 7%, causing heart muscle cells and cardiac stem cells to grow.

This trial is intended to address the remaining obstacles to long-term cardiac function in HLHS patients. We propose that a stem cell-based therapy for these patients may prevent right heart failure, and therefore, improve survival outcomes and reduce the need for

Mr. Carrano has more than 30 years of professional experience in the medical device industry and has been a driving force in the introduction of innovative technologies in the rapidly evolving area of medical imaging. Most recently, as the leader of Strategic Business Management of GE Healthcare, Mr. Carrano was responsible for developing strong collaborations with key opinion leaders to achieve rapid market adoption. In addition, he implemented strategies to significantly grow market share by leveraging National Health Systems and solutions based on rapidly changing customer workflow needs.

"My experience at GE Healthcare, Siemens, and Acuson have been invaluable in preparing me for this role," Carrano noted, "I'm thrilled to take on this new challenge and grow EchoPixel to its full potential to revolutionize medical imaging, clinical efficacy, and workflow."

In his new role as Vice President of Sales at EchoPixel, Mr. Carrano will be responsible for building and executing new business and marketing initiatives that will further advance the broad utilization of True 3D for intricate surgical planning and challenging diagnostic decisions, such as identification of colon lesions.

"Bill's addition to the company could not be coming at a more opportune time," stated Ron Schilling, EchoPixel CEO. "With our planned sales expansion and our increased clinical usage, we're charging forward on our mission to change the way healthcare professionals communicate and operate, ultimately improving patient outcomes. Bill is crucial to that success."

In February, EchoPixel introduced True 3D Print Support, designed to enhance the efficacy and accuracy of 3D-printed medical models. The system is currently used at Stanford Medical Center for the planning of congenital heart surgery in newborns, at the University of California to conduct virtual colonoscopies, as well as at luminary sites such as the Cleveland Clinic. EchoPixel has FDA market clearances for its products, medical device licenses in Canada, and the CE Mark to market in the European Union.

For more information:
Sara Meslow, Executive Director
Camp Odayin
651.351.9185 – phone; 651.351.9187 – fax
sara@campodayin.org
www.campodayin.org
transplantation. The MSCs are directly injected into the right ventricular myocardium during the 2nd out of 3 standard operations (Glenn procedure/Bidirectional Cavopulmonary Anastomosis)—when the baby is about 4 months of age.

To date, our three enrolled patients are all showing early signs of safety and feasibility. This trial will be testing a total of 30 patients, and after proving that this stem cell therapy works in strengthening the heart function. If you would like more information and have a patient who might want to consider participation in this landmark trial, please contact Dr. Sunjay Kaushal at 410-328-5842 or by email: SKaushal@som.umaryland.edu.

Research Led by the Children’s Hospital of Michigan Provides New Insights into the Management and Clinical Outcomes for Children with Cardiomyopathy

Cardiomyopathy is a heart condition involving abnormalities of the muscle fibers, which contract with each heartbeat. According to the Pediatric Cardiomyopathy Registry, one in every 100,000 children in the U.S. under the age of 18 is diagnosed with cardiomyopathy. Dilated cardiomyopathy is the most common type of cardiomyopathy in infancy, childhood, and adolescence. Many children newly diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and heart failure do not have a good long-term prognosis and may need a heart transplant or other medical interventions in order to survive.

Children’s Hospital of Michigan Pediatric Cardiologist Steven E. Lipshultz, MD, Senior Author and Principal Investigator of the study, explains that some children with dilated cardiomyopathy have other family members known to have dilated cardiomyopathy. This is called familial dilated cardiomyopathy, and is mostly due to a gene mutation or set of gene mutations found in family members.

Dr. Lipshultz says that children with familial dilated cardiomyopathy are generally diagnosed at a younger age than children, whose dilated cardiomyopathy is not thought to be familial, since they are more likely to be screened for heart problems at an earlier age due to known other family members affected with this condition. The children with familial dilated cardiomyopathy and heart failure do not have a good long-term prognosis and may need a heart transplant or other medical interventions in order to survive.

"What this new study shows is that just because the children with familial dilated cardiomyopathy are more likely to receive a heart transplant, these heart transplants may not always be necessary since we found that these children may not die sooner or in greater numbers than children with dilated cardiomyopathy whose cause is not known to be familial. This is a critical finding since some of those children with familial dilated cardiomyopathy who received a transplant might have survived without having received a heart transplant," he says.

Dr. Lipshultz adds that the second breakthrough from this paper suggests many of the children with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy should have a more comprehensive assessment of whether they have a genetic cause of their dilated cardiomyopathy. The term "idiopathic" indicates that a cause for the child’s cardiomyopathy has not been identified. This is because some who are classified as idiopathic may be familial but have not been completely evaluated. This may make it a challenge for families who have a child with familial dilated cardiomyopathy since other family members who may be affected simply would not know.

“This paper suggests that genetic and echocardiographic screening of the families of all children with dilated cardiomyopathy is supported since their courses are so similar and the early identification of genetic associations or inheritance patterns may help for management, family counseling and treatment plans,” Dr. Lipshultz says.

Luanne Thomas-Ewald, CEO of the Children’s Hospital of Michigan, stated: “At the Children’s Hospital of Michigan, life is transformed by scientific advancements to achieve a better future for our patients. With this research, we are not only changing how we most appropriately treat children with heart diseases at the Children’s Hospital of Michigan, but we are also changing the way the world thinks about this important issue.”

The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute of the NIH has funded this study as the Pediatric Cardiomyopathy Registry, which was founded by Dr. Lipshultz and his colleagues in 1990, has been funded by the NIH since 1994, and is based within the Children’s Hospital of Michigan and its Children’s Research Center of Michigan (CRCM). Steven Lipshultz, MD leads the Pediatric Cardiomyopathy Registry and is the Interim Director of the CRCM. James D. Wilkinson, MD, MPH, is the Associate Director of the CRCM, second author of this paper, and is the Director of the Administrative Coordinating Center of this study at the CRCM. The Children’s Cardiomyopathy Foundation has also funded this paper and study. This paper included centers who cared for these children with dilated cardiomyopathy and lists study authors of this publication who come from the University of Miami Miller School of Medicine, Miami, FL (Paolo Rusconi, MD, first author); Wayne State University School of Medicine and the Children’s Hospital of Michigan, Detroit, MI; New England Research Institutes, Watertown, MA; Genzyme Corporation, Boston, MA; Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati, OH; Boston Children’s Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA; Monroe Carell Jr. Children’s Hospital at Vanderbilt, Nashville, TN; Washington University, St. Louis, MO; Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis; The Children’s Hospital at Montefiore, Bronx, NY; and Columbia University Medical Center, New York, NY.

For 130 years, the Children’s Hospital of Michigan has been dedicated to providing high quality care to children and adolescents in a caring, efficient and family-centered environment. With more than 40 pediatric medical and surgical specialty services, the hospital draws patients from nearly every Michigan County, 39 additional states, and 22 countries annually and provides the highest level of pediatric specialty care available for children. The hospital is a national leader in cardiology and heart surgery, neurology and neurosurgery, nephrology, and orthopedics. It is ranked as one of America’s best hospitals for children and sees more children than any hospital in the state. Children’s Hospital of Michigan is one of eight hospitals operated by the Detroit Medical Center (DMC). For more information: www.childrensdmc.org.
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Patients from Age 15-to-90 Have Benefited from Robotic-Assisted Cardiac and Thoracic Surgery

Newswise – Surgeons on the medical staff at The Heart Hospital Baylor Plano* achieved a major milestone when they performed that hospital’s 1,000th robotic surgery March 31st, nearly six years after initiating the program in November 2011.

Robotic-assisted cardiac and thoracic surgery pairs a surgeon’s skills with advanced robotic technology. Surgeons use minimally invasive techniques, meaning large surgical incisions are not required. The technology translates the surgeon’s hand, wrist and finger movements into precise, real-time movements of surgical instruments inside the patient.

According to the maker of robotic-assisted technology used by The Heart Hospital Baylor Plano, the hospital's cardiothoracic robotic program leads Texas in number of cardiothoracic robotic operations.** Cardiovascular and thoracic procedures that can be performed with the robotic surgical system include coronary artery bypass grafting, heart valve repair and all thoracic surgical procedures.

Fifteen-year-old Camden Thrailkill, a talented football and baseball player, benefitted from robotic surgery for mitral valve replacement at The Heart Hospital Baylor Plano last October. Traditionally, surgeons cut through the patient’s breastbone to access the mitral valve within the heart and the breastbone is wired together to heal. This approach would not have allowed Thrailkill to withstand direct hits to his chest during sporting events.

By choosing the robotic-assisted surgery, Camden only missed three weeks of school. He returned to a limited workout routine in November 2016 and successfully tried out for spring baseball at his high school.

“The surgeon has a lot more maneuverability with the robot compared to other minimally invasive techniques using long instruments that don’t have wrists,” said Robert L. Smith II, MD, a cardiovascular surgeon on the medical staff and cardiovascular surgical services vice chair at THHBP. “There are small instruments at the end of each wrist which provide a much greater degree of freedom when using sutures and other devices around the heart. It’s almost like having the surgeon’s hands in there.”

Kimble Jett, MD, Medical Director of Thoracic Surgery, notes how the robotic-assisted surgery can impact length of hospital stay positively. “If we take out a lobe of the lung robotically, most patients go home the next day,” Jett said. “By using the robotic-assisted surgical system, we can significantly reduce the trauma to the body that is associated with open chest cardiothoracic procedures. Having this technology allows surgeons to be less invasive, usually resulting in quicker patient recovery. It’s truly a win-win.”

Benefits to surgeons using the technology over traditional approaches may include greater surgical precision, increased range of motion, improved agility, enhanced visualization and improved access to the surgical site. The robotic-assisted surgery system integrates 3-D, high-definition (10 times magnification) endoscopy and four robotic arms that wield cameras and complex surgical equipment into the surgical field, all controlled from a nearby console by a trained surgeon on the medical staff at The Heart Hospital Baylor Plano.
When people are sick, they look to their doctor to find solutions. However, physicians don’t always have the answers. Often, because of the unusual nature of the symptoms or complexity of the condition, the physician will recommend a second opinion. Other times, the patient will ask for one.

The hospital has been recognized more than a dozen times by Press Ganey® for outstanding patient satisfaction (Inpatient, Emergency Department), including receiving, in November 2016, the prestigious Pinnacle of Excellence Award® on the basis of extraordinary achievement for patient experience.

Baylor Scott & White Health formed from the 2013 merger between Baylor Health Care System and Scott & White Healthcare, the system referred to as Baylor Scott & White Health. It is the largest not-for-profit health care system in the state of Texas, with total assets of $10.8 billion*. The system now includes 48 hospitals, more than 1,000 access points, 5,500 active physicians, and 44,000 employees, plus the Scott & White Health Plan, Baylor Scott & White Research Institute and Baylor Scott & White Quality Alliance — a network of clinical providers and facilities focused on improving quality, managing the health of patient populations, and reducing the overall cost of care. For more information visit: bswhealth.com.

Based on audited 2016 fiscal year statements
*Joint ownership with physicians
**Based on volume data provided by Intuitive Surgical.
***MedAssets Performance Management Solutions, Inc. (as successor in interest to The Reilly Group, LLC d/b/a TRG Health Care Solutions, LLC), a Delaware corporation

Mayo Clinic Researchers Demonstrate Value of Second Opinions

Newswise — Many patients come to Mayo Clinic for a second opinion or diagnosis confirmation before treatment for a complex condition. In a new study, Mayo Clinic reports that as many as 88% of those patients go home with a new or refined diagnosis — changing their care plan and potentially their lives. Conversely, only 12% receive confirmation that the original diagnosis was complete and correct.
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This second opinion could lead to quicker access to lifesaving treatment or stopping unnecessary treatments. And a second opinion may reduce stress in a patient’s extended family, when they learn the new diagnosis does not carry dire genetic implications. These scenarios can result from diagnostic error.

**Odds Are Good the Diagnosis Will Be Adjusted**

To determine the extent of diagnostic error, the researchers examined the records of 286 patients referred from primary care providers to Mayo Clinic’s General Internal Medicine Division in Rochester over a two-year period (Jan. 1st, 2009 to Dec. 31st, 2010). This group of referrals was previously studied for a related topic. It consisted of all patients referred by nurse practitioners and physician assistants, along with an equal number of randomly selected physician referrals.

The team compared the referring diagnosis to the final diagnosis to determine the level of consistency between the two and, thus, the level of diagnostic error. In only 12% of the cases was the diagnosis confirmed.

In 21% of the cases, the diagnosis was completely changed; and 66% of patients received a refined or redefined diagnosis. There were no significant differences between provider types.

“Effective and efficient treatment depends on the right diagnosis,” says Dr. Naessens. “Knowing that more than 1 out of every 5 referral patients may be completely [and] incorrectly diagnosed is troubling—not only because of the safety risks for these patients prior to correct diagnosis, but also because of the patients we assume are not being referred at all.”

**Risks of Cost Containment**

To manage costs in a health care environment with ever-increasing costs, health insurers often limit access to care outside their network, effectively limiting referrals. Further, primary care providers may be more confident in their diagnostic expertise than warranted in a particular case, or patients may lack the knowledge or assertiveness to request a referral.

**MEDICAL MEETINGS**

**CSI at UCSF - Catheter Interventions in Structural, Valvular & Congenital Heart Disease, Atrial Fibrillation & Heart Failure**

Sep. 8-9, 2017; San Francisco, CA USA
www.csi-congress.org

**27th International ACHD Advanced Symposium, 2017**

Sep. 14-16, 2017; Cincinnati, OH USA
cincinnatichildrens.org/service/a/congenital-heart/achd-annual-symposium

**50th Anniversary Southeast Pediatric Cardiovascular Society Conference**

Sep. 28-30, 2017; Atlanta, GA USA
chao.org/medical-professionals/professional-events/50th-anniversary-southeast-pediatric-cardiovascular-society-meeting

**11th IPC Workshop**

Sep. 28-30, 2017; Milan, Italy
www.workshopipc.com/main.php

**33rd Annual Echocardiography in Pediatric and Adult Congenital Heart Disease Symposium**

Oct. 8-11, 2017; Rochester, MN USA
cveducation.mayo.edu/marketing/echocardiography-in-pediatric-and-adult-congenital-heart-disease-case-studies--2#overview

**LAA - How to close the Left Atrial Appendage**

Nov. 17-18, 2017; Frankfurt, Germany
www.csi-congress.org/laa-workshop.php?go=0

**CSI Africa**

Dec. 1-2, 2017; Nairobi, Kenya
www.csi-congress.org/csi-africa.php?go=0
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**Master Class in Congenital Cardiac Morphology**

With world renowned cardiac pathologist Professor Robert Anderson, MD, FRCPath

Oct. 11 to 13, 2017 • Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh of UPMC • Pittsburgh, PA

This activity has been approved for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™ • The University of Pittsburgh is an affirmative action, equal opportunity institution.

Learn more at at www.chp.edu/MasterClassCCM
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Division Chiefs of Pediatric Cardiology and Fellowship Directors

The Directory is Being Updated

Over the next few weeks, we will be sending emails to you with your hospital's information as listed in the 2015 directory.
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http://goo.gl/yi3Tq6
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